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Preamble
For a nation develop as society and guarantee the individuals liberties, as member of
civil society representing Brazil, I believe that each individual should have the right to
express themselves. For this reason, since 1988, our constitution gives the right to
every Brazilians to manifest freely their thoughts, opinions and ideas. Only promoting
the free speech, we can ensure a fair society and build strong democracies, where
people’s rights are guaranteed following the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Considering the topics mentioned above, it is our role to strengthen the mass media, the
free debate of ideas and open dialogues.
Brazil also considers the necessity to fight against every kind of censorship or attempt
of attack to the free speech. We strongly condemn all and any suppression of individual
liberties.
To ensure the values widespread by Brazil we believe that:
Mass Media: the countries must guarantee the right of every kind of media (Television,
Radio, Internet, Social Medias, Newspaper, etc.) to work on the construction of a strong
society, informing the people and shaping better citizens;
Journalism: the fair, free and real journalism is a strong tool to guarantee the
democracy in a society. Every nation must ensure the work of free press and protect the
journalists of every kind of threat, aggression or acts that offend against their lives;
Public information: the nations must facilitate the access to public interest information
and must not obstruct this path to media professionals;
Internet: the countries must democratize the access to internet ensuring to each citizens
the opportunity to connect to the world and learn different ideas, thoughts and opinions;
Human Rights: the nations must promote the mass media to guarantee the equality for
all and not allow the discrimination to any ethnicity, race, religion or sexual orientation;

Free speech: lastly, the countries must ensure that every citizen have the free speech
right secured.

